AGENDA
Ruckersville Advisory Committee
Tasked with a mission of tracking progress on recommendations of the Plan and following up with responsible
parties
August 8, 2019
7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Four Seasons Clubhouse
1. News/reports/updates [20 minutes]:
•
•
•

•

a. From Planning Dept. (Zoning Audit RFP out?)
b. From Economic Development & Tourism (Additional info about sign placement in Rt. 29?*
Report on progress toward new Tourism Center--this pertains to ED-5 in the Ruckersville
Area Plan.
c. Feedback from BOS Chair Bill Martin on the Citizen's Academy (via Jay): He was pleased to know
that the Ruckersville Committee would be pondering this, though he noted that it makes most
sense for any Citizens' Academy to be open to all Greene County residents, not just those in
Ruckersville. Very enthusiastic about the idea. He suggested pushing RAC's discussion to
2020 because the new County Administrator should be a significant participant in this matter,
but he has other things that need more immediate attention.
d. Other items from anybody? This is the chance for members to bring up any random items
relevant to RAC that have been on their minds.

2. Solidification & clarification of purpose of the "low-hanging fruit" subcommittee, consisting of
Patrick, Diane and Jim [10 minutes]
3. Determination of next series of foci for RAC [30 minutes]. Notably, the Ruckersville Area Plan
contains these four items listed as "immediate" or "short term" priorities that we have not yet
considered: (1) Disrepair remediation "to identify and remediate properties in disrepair," as described
in C-1; (2) Housing partnerships aimed at creating affordable housing options, as described in C-6;
(3) Additional parkland, as described in C-8; (4) And T-1, T-2 and T-3 -- see paragraph below.

*Our discussions thus far about the Rt. 29 median have brought us into T-1 in the Ruckersville Area
Plan. See the three steps listed in T-1, which include a formal median maintenance agreement with
VDOT to be approved by the BOS. (Also, T-2 pertains to the timing of traffic lights on Rt. 29. Should
this be a RAC matter? Ditto for T-3, which is "Develop Bike and Pedestrian Recommendations." T-1,
T-2 and T-3 are listed as "immediate" or "short-term" on the plan's timeline.)

